SUMMARY OF OUT OF BOUNDS & HAZARDS
FALCON RIDGE GOLF COURSE
HOLE #1: The boundary wall along left side of the hole is “Out of Bounds” all the way from the tee to its end. At that point, white stakes continue to mark “Out of Bounds” all way around in back of green to the street.  Lateral hazard on the right side at a point past the buildings and continues all the way to the green. The grassy area to right of the cart path by the on the right side of the green and behind # 9 tee is in play without penalty.
HOLE #2: Water hazard is identified by yellow stakes.  Drop on tee box for second shot (or re-tee).  Out of Bounds stakes on right all the way to hill to the point red stakes begin.  Lateral hazard continues from that point around green to the left until reaching the cart path. Paved walkway is an immovable obstruction and free relief is allowed
HOLE #3: Boundary wall on right from tee to end (Past the last house) is out of bounds. Rock garden between grass and boundary wall is a lateral hazard.  #4 tee is right of the green. Balls in this area on grass can be played without penalty. On the left of the hole Out of Bounds begins in the tee area and continues all the way to  and behind the green to cart path on right of green.
HOLE #4: Out of Bounds on left side along cart path all the way to the green.  Rock Garden (Lateral hazard) all the way from tee to and behind green on right side.  Boundary wall to the right of the rock garden is Out of Bounds. 
HOLE #5: Boundary wall and street on the left side are Out of Bounds. This continues behind green until red stakes on right of green.  Lateral hazard to the right of the tee continues around the hill to the red stakes at the right back of the green.
HOLE #6: Lateral hazard on both sides of the hole staring at the tee to and behind the green and around green
HOLE #7: Out of Bounds on the right defined by white stakes and the cart path from tee all the way to the boundary wall and follows the wall past the green all the way past #8 to the street.  Lateral hazard on left side from tee all the way to hill on left of green. The hill is also a lateral hazard.
HOLE #8: Out of Bounds on the right side past the rock gardens (usually not in play). Out of bounds continues around the green to the street and along the street to red stake at the cart path on the left side. There are rock gardens to the left and behind the green. Lateral hazard from tee along the cart path on the left all the way to white stake near the cart path left of green.
HOLE #9:  Lateral Hazard on the left from tee all the way up to green bordered by either desert or rock gardens.  Anything past rocks and desert into homes is Out of Bounds.  Lateral hazard right of the tee up to the parking lot (The first pine tree on the right). Out of Bounds starts at this point and continues to the street and around behind the green to the red stake. 
HOLE #10: Creek is a lateral hazard. Remember, this is a case when you may drop your ball equidistance on the opposite margin of where your ball last crossed the hazard margin.  Out of Bounds on right side from tee up to the green (Boundary wall and white stakes)(CAREFUL! Out of bounds is really close to the green on the right).  Lateral hazard (Pond, desert, and rock garden) from tee on the left side all way up past green.
HOLE #11: Out of Bounds stakes behind green and left and rt behind green.  Lateral from tee on right side up around water and along hillside around green on left side to white stakes.  You can also go out of bounds if you really go far left. Water hazard between the tee and fairway/green is yellow staked and your drop must be behind water.  There is out of bounds on the right of the tee up to the red stakes at the top of hill. Lateral hazard from that point downhill and all the way to cart path up by the green.
HOLE #12: Lateral hazard on right side from the tee down and around to the water and follows the water around to the right in front of the green until the hill. And white stakes on right of green.  Out of Bounds starts at that point and continues around behind the green to left to the maintenance area.  Lateral hazard from tee on left side down to water on left and along the water to the hill and along cart path on left all way to white stakes at end of cart path.  The maintenance areas beyond the rock gardens are a part of the hazard.
HOLE #13: Lateral hazard begins right of the tee and continues up to hill, along the hill and down the right side of fairway down to the street behind the green.  Out of Bounds begins left of the tee and continues up the hill and around down to the water and starting again on left over water to the street and to the right behind the green to the cart path.  This water hazard is yellow staked from the left hand margin around to the far left-hand corner of the green.  Any relief from this hazard must be made along a line that keeps the water between you and the green. This applies even if your ball lands over the water and kicks back in the yellow staked portion of the lake. THE POWER BOX JUST OVER THE HILL ON THE RIGHT ON #13 IS A FREE DROP IF THE BOX OR THE ROCK INTERFERE WITH THE PLAYERS SWING.
HOLE #14: Out of Bounds begins left of the tee and continues to follow the desert down to the left of the green to the boundary wall (Corner is white staked). Out of Bounds continues along the wall behind the green and up to and including the wall right of the green. Lateral hazard from right of the tee along the hill and down to the cart path.
HOLE #15: Red stakes from tee on right side up fairway and around in back of green to c/p.  Out of Bounds on left from tee down to street and up along desert hill until first red stake on the hill on the left.  Lateral red stakes from there up to top of hill and cart path
HOLE #16: Red lateral stakes on right all way up and along hill on the right and down the cart path to the green.  Out of Bounds from tee on the left, continuing past the boundary fence behind the homes and on around the green. 
HOLE #17: The entire hole is surrounded by out of bounds, starting at the tee on left side up to the boundary wall and following the wall behind green and continuing along the right boundary wall back to the right side of the tee. The cart part outlet between the walls is marked with stakes. 
HOLE #18: Out of Bounds on left side past rock plantings and or fairway grass from tee to red stake up on left near green.  Out of bounds on the right side, beginning to the right of the tee and following the rock garden area around to the lake. The lake is marked as a lateral water hazard. NOTE: The rock garden on the right hand side of this hole is an exception to the local rule defining “Rock Gardens” as “lateral hazards”. These are marked out of bounds because they are partially off the golf course property. 

